
Ad ID 1317 

Ad Text We have many problems in our country at the moment. Healthcare, education 
and Veterans are just on the top of the list. But one problem is destroying our 
country more than anything else. Illegal aliens affect our economy drastically. 
Not only they sink the job market and steal hundreds of millions of welfare 
dollars, they also flood America with drugs, which is the worst. Mexican 
cartels have a stable stream of drugs through the border and our government 
does nothing with it. 

To cure our nation we need to get rid of all the gangs and illegal immigrants 
and build a huge wall so they would never come back! 

Ad Landing Page https://www.facebook.com/Stop-Al-896610653786585/ 

Ad Targeting Location: United States 
Age: 18 - 65+ 
Placements: News Feed on desktop computers or News Feed on mobile 
devices 
People Who Match: People who like Stop A.I., Friends of connections: 
Friends of people who are connected to Stop A. I. 

Ad Impressions 1,488 

Ad Clicks 379 

Ad Spend 200.00 RUB 

Ad Creation Date 06/06/16 07:46:01 AM PDT 

Ad End Date 06/08/16 07:46:00 AM PDT 
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We have many problems in ou r country at the moment. Healthcare, 
education and Veterans are just on the top of the list. But one problem is 
destroying our country more trnan anything else. Illegal a liens affect our 
economy drastically. Not only they sink the job market and steal hundreds of 
mi llions of welfare do llars, they also f lood America witlh drugs, wh ich is tihe 
worst. M,sxican cartels have a stab le str,sam of drugs through the border and 

our government does nothing with it. 

To our'e our nation we need to ,get rid of all the gangs and illegal immigrants 
and bui ld a huge wall so they wou ld never come back! 
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